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Feedstockconversionandyieldproductsarestudiedthrougha3Dmodelsimulatingthemainreactorofthefluidcatalyticcracking
(FCC)process. Computational fluid dynamic (CFD)is used with Eulerian-Eulerian approach topredict the fluid catalytic cracking
behavior. The model considers 12 lumps with catalyst deactivation by coke and poisoning by alkaline nitrides and polycyclic
aromatic adsorption to estimate the kinetic behavior which, starting from a given feedstock, produces several cracking products.
Different feedstock compositions are considered. The model is compared with sampling data at industrial operation conditions.
The simulation model is able to represent accurately the products behavior for the different operating conditions considered. All
theconditionsconsideredweresolvedusingasolverANSYSCFX14.0.Thedifferentoperationprocessvariablesandhydrodynamic
effectsoftheindustrialriserofafluidcatalyticcracking(FCC)areevaluated.Predictionsfromthemodelareshownandcomparison
with experimental conversion and yields products are presented; recommendations are drawn to establish the conditions to obtain
higher product yields in the industrial process.
1. Introduction
Since the first FCC commercial riser, many improvements
h a v eb e e na c h i e v e dw h i c hh a v eh e l p e dt h ep r o c e s sr e l i a b i l i t y
and its capacity to transform heavier feedstock at relatively
low costs; currently the FCC process remains the primary
conversion process in the petrochemical industry. For a
number of refineries, the fluid catalytic cracking remains the
main source of profitability and the accomplishment of its
operation decides the market competiveness of the cracking
unit. Approximately 350 FCC units are in operation world-
wide, with over 12.7 million barrels per day as total capacity.
Most of the existing cracker units have been designed or
modified by six major technology licensers [1].
The design of each FCC unit can be different but their
common target is to upgrade low-cost hydrocarbons to more
valuable products. FCC and ancillary units, such as the
alkylation unit, are responsible for about 45% of the gasoline
produced worldwide. Papers have flourished in recent years
in the attempt to describe and simulate numerically the
phenomena observed in such process. To predict the solid
and gas phase behavior the Eulerian-Eulerian approach has
been used due to low computational effort required [2]. In
this study, the Eulerian-Eulerian approach is used, where the
solid phase is treated as a continuum [3–5]. Computational
fluid dynamic (CFD) was implemented to solve discretized
equations; a hybrid mesh (tetrahedral mesh with refining
prisms at the wall) was used as the calculation grid. The 12-
lump kinetic model proposed by Wu et al. [6]w i t hc a t a l y s t
deactivation was coupled with the hydrodynamic model to
e v a l u a t et h ef u l lp r o b l e m .Th el u m p i n ga p p r o a c hh a sb e e n
studied to describe the kinetic behavior of catalytic cracking
with a large number of components where each lump is
c o n s t i t u t e db yh u n d r e d so fk i n d so fm o l e c u l e si nas p e c i fi c
range of molecular weights. The methodology is shown to
b ev e r yp o w e r f u lw h e nal a r g en u m b e ro fc o m p o n e n t sa r e
involved [7–11]. The simulation model uses a 12-lump effect
that the variation of different process variables has on the
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conversion network which has the advantage of representing
with good reliability the products and presents the option of
representingthefeedstockthroughthreedifferentlumps.The
purpose of this study is to predict the yield and conversion
behaviors at different operating conditions in the industrial
riser of a FCC unit, with a 12-lump kinetic model. Different
operationalconditionshavebeenstudied,inordertoestimate
product yields.
2. Riser Process
Th er i s e ri st h em a i ne q u i p m e n to ft h eF C Cu n i t .I n s i d et h e
riser the feedstock is fed through nozzles and mixture with
the catalyst and the accelerant steam in the injection zone.
Theperformanceofthenozzlestoguaranteefastvaporization
of the feedstock and a good contact of the gasoil droplets
with the catalyst is key to improve the FCC riser efficiency;
th ef eed s t oc kn o z z l e sa r epo s i ti o n eda bo u t5 – 12m e t e r sa bo v e
the bottom of the reactor. In accordance with kind of FCC
design, the number of feedstock injections can be from 1 to
15. Practically all of the riser reactions take place between 1
and 3s. Reactions start as soon as the feed enters in contact
with the hot catalyst.
The increasing velocity due to the vapor production acts
as the means to carry the catalyst up in the riser. The hot
solidsuppliesthenecessaryheattovaporizethefeedstockand
bringitstemperaturetothetemperatureneededforcracking,
compensating, also, for the reducing in temperature due
to endothermic behavior of riser reactions. Standard risers
are designed for an outlet velocity of 12–18m/s. During the
operation,cokedepositsonthecatalyst,decliningthecatalyst
activity and thus representing a concern for the efficiency of
the cracking reactions [12].
3. Mathematical Model
The fluid dynamic equations and kinetic model are summa-
rized in Section 3.1 and taken and adapted from Alvarez-
Castro [13]; the catalytic cracking kinetic models are taken
from Wu et al. [6]a n dC h a n ge ta l .[ 14]. In order to study the
heterogeneous, kinetics, and the particle phase deactivation,
(15)–(20) were implemented in the CFX code.
3.1. Governing Equations for Transient Two Fluid Models
Governing Equations.
(1) Gas-solid fluid model (Eulerian-Eulerian) [15]:
𝜕
𝜕𝑡
(𝜀𝑔𝜌𝑔)+∇⋅( 𝜀 𝑔𝜌𝑔u𝑔)=0 ,
𝜕
𝜕𝑡
(𝜀𝑠𝜌𝑠)+∇⋅( 𝜀 𝑠𝜌𝑠u𝑠)=0 ,
(1)
where 𝜀 i st h ev o l u m ef r a c t i o n ,𝜌 is density, and u is
the velocity for each phase.
(2) Momentum equations:
𝜕
𝜕𝑡
(𝜀𝑔𝜌𝑔u𝑔)+∇⋅( 𝜀 𝑔𝜌𝑔u𝑔u𝑔)
=∇⋅[ 𝜀 𝑔𝜇
𝑔 (∇u𝑔 +( ∇ u𝑔)
𝑇
)] + 𝜀𝑔𝜌𝑔g −𝜀 𝑔∇𝑝 + 𝑀,
𝜕
𝜕𝑡
(𝜀𝑔𝜌𝑔u𝑠)+∇⋅( 𝜀 𝑠𝜌𝑠u𝑠u𝑠)
=∇⋅[ 𝜀 𝑠𝜇𝑠 (∇u𝑠 +( ∇ u𝑠)
𝑇)] + 𝜀𝑠𝜌𝑠g −𝜀 𝑠𝐺∇𝜀𝑠 −𝑀 ,
(2)
where𝑝isthepressure,𝜇theviscosity,𝐺themodulus
of elasticity, 𝑔 the acceleration of gravity, and 𝑀 the
interphase momentum transfer:
𝑀 = (150
𝜀
2
𝑠𝜇𝑔
𝜀𝑔𝑑2
𝑠
+
7
4
򵄨 򵄨 򵄨 򵄨 򵄨u𝑠 − u𝑔
򵄨 򵄨 򵄨 򵄨 򵄨𝜀𝑠𝜌𝑔
𝑑𝑠
)(u𝑠 − u𝑔)
For dense zones where,𝜀 𝑠 > 0.2,
𝑀=(
3
4
𝐶𝑑
򵄨 򵄨 򵄨 򵄨 򵄨u𝑠 − u𝑔
򵄨 򵄨 򵄨 򵄨 򵄨𝜀𝑠𝜀𝑔𝜌𝑔
𝑑𝑠
)(u𝑠 − u𝑔)
For dilute zones where,𝜀 𝑠 <0 . 2 ,
(3)
where 𝑑𝑠 is the solid diameter and 𝐶𝑑 is the drag
coefficient
𝐶𝑑 =
0.44
𝜀2.65
𝑔
(Re > 1000,
a d e q u a t ef o ri n e r t i a le ff e c t st og o v e r nv i s c o u se ff e c t s ),
𝐶𝑑 =
1
𝜀2.65
𝑔
24
Re
(1 + 0.15Re
0.687)
(Re < 1000,viscous and inertial effects are significant),
𝐺=exp[𝐶𝐺(𝜀𝑠 −𝜀 𝑠,max)]
(4)
(see [16]), where 𝜀𝑠,max is maximum volume fraction
and the packing limited about 0.65.
(3) Turbulence equations:
𝜇𝑔 =𝜇 lam,𝑔 +𝜇 tur,𝑔 (effective viscosity). (5)
(a) The 𝑘-epsilon mixture model [17]:
𝜇tur,𝑔 =𝐶 𝜇𝜌𝑔
𝑘
2
𝜖
, (6)International Journal of Chemical Engineering 3
where𝑘 is the turbulence kinetic energy, 𝜖 is the
turbulence eddy dissipation, and 𝐶𝜇 is constant
𝜕
𝜕𝑡
(𝜌𝑔𝑘) + ∇ ⋅ (𝜌𝑔u𝑔𝑘) = ∇ ⋅ [𝜇lam,𝑔 +
𝜇tur,𝑔
𝜎𝑘
+∇ 𝑘 ]
+𝑃
𝑘 −𝜌 𝑔𝜖,
𝜕
𝜕𝑡
(𝜌𝑔𝜖) + ∇ ⋅ (𝜌𝑔u𝑔𝜖) = ∇ ⋅ [𝜇lam,𝑔 +
𝜇tur,𝑔
𝜎𝜖
+∇ 𝜖 ]
+
𝜖
𝑘
(𝐶𝜖,1𝑃
𝑘 −𝐶 𝜖,2𝜌𝑔𝜖),
(7)
where 𝜎𝑘, 𝜎𝜖, 𝐶𝜖,1,a n d𝐶𝜖,2 are constants. 𝑃
𝑘 is
the turbulence production
𝑃
𝑘 =𝜇 tur,𝑔 (∇𝑢𝑔 +( ∇ 𝑢 𝑔)
𝑇
). (8)
(4) Heat transfer model:
𝜕
𝜕𝑡
(𝜀𝑔𝜌𝑔𝐻𝑔)+∇⋅( 𝜀 𝑔𝜌𝑔𝑢𝑔𝐻𝑔)
=∇⋅( 𝜀 𝑔𝜆𝑔∇𝑇𝑔)+𝗾( 𝑇 𝑠 −𝑇 𝑔)
+𝜀 𝑔𝜌𝑔∑
𝑟
∇𝐻𝑟
𝗿𝐶𝑟
𝗿𝑡
−𝑄 𝑅 −𝑄 𝑉,
(9)
𝜕
𝜕𝑡
(𝜀𝑠𝜌𝑠𝐻𝑠)+∇⋅( 𝜀 𝑠𝜌𝑠𝑢𝑠𝐻𝑠)=∇⋅( 𝜀 𝑠𝜆𝑠∇𝑇𝑠)+𝗾( 𝑇 𝑔 −𝑇 𝑠),
(10)
where 𝐻 is enthalpy, 𝑇 temperature, 𝜆 thermal
conductivity, 𝑄𝑅 heat of cracking reactions, and 𝑄𝑉
energy lost in gasoil vaporization
𝗾=
Nu𝜆
𝑑𝑠
, (11)
where 𝗾 i st h ei n t e r p h a s eh e a tt r a n s f e rc o e ffi c i e n t ,𝑑𝑠
is the diameter of the catalyst, and Nu is the Nusselt
number
Nu = 2 + 0.6√RePr
0.3 (12)
(see [18]).
(5) Energy lost in gasoil vaporization transfer by hot
solid:
𝑄𝑉 = 400kJ/kg of gasoil (13)
(see [5]).
(6) Kinetic model [6].
Variation of the chemical species:
𝜕
𝜕𝑡
(𝜀𝑔𝜌𝑔𝐶𝑔,𝐼) +∇⋅(𝜀𝑔𝜌𝑔𝑢𝑔𝐶𝑔,𝐼) =∇⋅(𝜀𝑔Γ𝑖∇𝐶𝑔,𝐼) + ̂ 𝑅𝐼,
(14)
where Γ is diffusivity, 𝐶𝑔,𝐼 is the concentration of
species 𝐼 in the gas phase, and ̂ 𝑅𝐼 is consumption or
formation of each species.
(6.1) The rate equation for the generic reaction:
̂ 𝑅𝐼,𝑟 =− 𝑘 𝑟 ⋅𝜌 𝑝 ⋅( 𝜌 𝗼 𝑖)⋅𝜙(𝑡) ⋅𝐹(𝑁) ⋅𝐹(𝐴), (15)
where we have the following: 𝜙(𝑡),c a t a l y s t
poisoning due to coke content, 𝐹(𝑁),a l k a l i n e
nitrides, 𝐹(𝐴), polycyclic aromatic adsorption,
𝑘𝑟, kinetic constant, 𝜌𝑝, particle density, and
(𝜌𝗼𝑖), the mass content of species 𝑖 in gaseous
phase.
( a )D e c a ym o d e lb a s e do nc o k ec o n t e n t :
Φ(𝑡) = e
(−𝗼𝑡), (16)
where we have (𝑡),t i m e ,a n d𝗼,c o n s t a n t .
(b) Alkaline nitrides:
𝐹(𝑁) =
1
1+𝑘 𝑁𝐶𝑁𝑡𝐶/𝐹𝑐/𝑜
, (17)
where 𝑘𝑁 is the adsorption factors of
nitrides,𝐶𝑁themasscontentofnitrides,𝑡𝐶
the relative detention time of catalyst, 𝐹𝑐/𝑜
the catalyst-to-oil ratio in the feedstock.
(c) Polycyclic aromatic adsorption:
𝐹(𝐴) =
1
1+𝑘 𝐴(𝐶𝐴 +𝐶 𝑅)
, (18)
where 𝑘𝐴 is the adsorption factor of aro-
matics, 𝐶𝐴 the mass content of aromatics,
and 𝐶𝑅 the mass content of resins in the
feedstock.
(d) Arrhenius’ equation:
𝑘𝑟 =𝑘
0
𝑟 exp(
𝐸𝑟
𝑅𝑇
). (19)
(e) Arrhenius equation for any temperature,
dependent on the holdup of solids:
𝑘𝑐 (𝑇,𝜀𝑠)=𝑘 𝑟,550∘C (𝜌,𝜀𝑠)exp[−
𝐸𝑟
𝑅
(
1
𝑇
−
1
550∘C
)]. (20)
4. Simulation
The system of governing equations, twelve-lump catalytic
cracking kinetic model, solid influence, and catalyst deacti-
vation functions was solved by employing the finite volume
method technique using the commercial software ANSYS
CFX 14.0. The relevant results and the calculations steps are
analyzed and discussed in detail in the following sections.4 International Journal of Chemical Engineering
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Figure 1: Riser geometry.
4.1.GeometryandGridsGeneration. Steamorfuelgasisoften
used to lift the catalyst to the feed injection. In most designs
that incorporate a “Wye” section for delivering the catalyst
to the feed nozzles, a lift gas distributor is used, providing
sufficientgasfordeliveryofdensecatalysttothefeednozzles.
Inotherdesigns,theliftgasrateisseveralmagnitudesgreater,
with the intent of contacting the gasoil feed into a more
dilute catalyst stream. In this work the geometry of the riser
is considered according to industrial reactor specifications
taken from Alvarez-Castro [13]a ss h o w ni nFigure 1 which
reports a typical riser with Wye section.
The geometries considered are meshed according to the
procedure described above; previous works [4, 19]s h o w e d
that the CFD utilized there and adopted in this work is mesh
independent and meshes of 700 to 900 thousand control
elements are recommended for a good representation of
industrial risers. A hybrid mesh with 800 thousand control
elements was built and applied in this work. Details of outlet
a n di n l e tm e s hc a nb es e e ni nFigure 2.
4.2. Model Setting-Up. To implement the numerical simula-
tion,thehydrodynamicconfigurationofthemodelwassetup
first and then the 12-lump kinetic model was linked with the
hydrodynamic equations. Appropriate specific subroutines,
that is, user defined function (UDF), were implemented in
the model and solved in the CFX code in order to consider
the heterogeneous, endothermic kinetics and catalyst deacti-
vation.
4.2.1. Hydrodynamic Setup. The setup considered in this
work considered steam as the fluidization agent which was
fed into the bottom of the riser; a side inlet was used for
feeding in the particle phase. A small amount of the steam
(3 to 7wt. % of the total steam) was fed together with the
catalyst and 12 nozzles, 5 meters above the riser base, were
usedtofeedgasoil;thezonewherethenozzlesarelocatedisa
Inlet Outlet
0 2.000 4.000 1.000 3.000
(m)
Figure 2: Mesh details.
Table 1: Operating conditions.
Item Value
Reaction temperature (K) 793.15
Reaction time (s) 3.22
Flux of fresh feedstock (t/h) 124.46
Inlet temperature of fresh feedstock (K) 543.15
Catalyst temperature at riser inlet (K) 913.15
R a t i oo fc a t a l y s tt oo i l 8 . 1
very significant one since it is responsible for guaranteeing
fast vaporization of the liquid gasoil; recent technologies
have led to development of high-efficient nozzles [20–22],
which implies a time for complete vaporization of about 3%
(around 0.05 to 0.2 seconds) of the total reactant residence
time in the reactor, in typical operation conditions. In the
presentsimulationitwasassumedthatthefeedstockistotally
vaporized.Thenonslipandfreeslipconditionatthewallswas
used for the phases.
Gasoil properties and operating conditions used in the
present work were taken from Wu et al. [6]a n dC h a n ge ta l .
[14]a n da r es u m m a r i z e di nT a b l e s1 and 2,r e s p e c t i v e l y .
According to Nayak et al. [5], 400kJ/kg is the heat to be
adopted in the simulation needed for the evaporation of the
liquid droplets.
4.2.2. Kinetic Model Setup. A1 2 - l u m pm o d e lw a su s e dt o
represent the products and feedstock behavior [23]. Such
modelcanundergoalargenumberofreactions(56reactions)International Journal of Chemical Engineering 5
T a b l e2 :Th ep r o p e r t yo ff e e d s t o c k .
Item Valor
Density (kg/m
3 at 293.15K) 924
Hydrogen content (wt%) 12.1
Group analysis (wt%)
Saturates 66.05
Aromatics 25.25
Resins + asphaltenes 8.7
Distillation (K)
HK <578.15
10% 664.15
30% 709.15
50% 734.15
70% 771.15
Alkaline nitrides content (mg/g) 1750
Conradson carbon residue (wt%) 2.33
SS[1]
GS[5]
Lp[8]
LO3[9]
GO[6]
SA[2]
SR[3]
GA[7]
LO4[10]
DI[4]
CK[12]
DR[11]
Figure 3: Twelve-lump kinetic model network [6].
leading to a large number of products depending on the
different types of feedstock. The kinetic paths are shown
in Figure 3 and Table 3 summarizes the different ranges
of products and the feedstock characterization. The values
of the kinetic constants, activation energies, and catalyst
deactivation constant are listed in Table 4.I nh e a tt r a n s f e r
model (9), 𝑄𝑅 is estimated by the amount of coke produced
in cracking reactions; this factor 𝑄𝑅 is equal to 9.127103kJ
multiplied by the mass of coke which is corresponding to
endothermic reactions in riser of FCC [6, 23].
4.3. Convergence. Transient expressions were estimated via
the second-order backward Euler method. The convective
terms were interpolated through a second-order upwind
scheme “high-resolution method.”
In the simulation was used a time step of 10
−3 seconds
to provide a lower Courant number in order to ensure
Table 3: Lumps of the 12-lump kinetic model [6].
Lump symbol Lump Boiling range
𝑆𝑆 Saturates in feedstock 613.15K+
𝑆𝐴
Aromatics in
feedstock
𝑆𝑅
Resin and asphaltene
in feedstock
𝐷𝐼
Diesel without
pretreating LCO 477.15–613.15K
𝐺𝑆 Saturates in gasoline C5 - 477.15K
𝐺𝑂 Olefins in gasoline
𝐺𝐴 Aromatics in gasoline
𝐿𝑝 low carbon alkanes C3 + C4
𝐿𝑂3 Propylene
𝐿𝑂4 Butene
𝐷𝑅 D ryg a s C 1+C 2+H 2
𝐶𝐾 Coke
simulation results were not dependent on the time step
selected and monitoring the simulation with Courant num-
ber less than one. The convergence for progressing in time
impliedaresidualsquaremeanlessthan10
−4.Thesimulations
were solved using computers provided with Xeon 3GHz
dual core processors. About twelve days of calculation was
necessary to predict a period of time (15[s]) long enough to
show that the variables had a cyclic behavior.
Thefollowingsectionreportsthenumericalresultsaimed
at evaluating how the variation of the different operation
variables affects the heat transfer, the chemical reaction, and
the hydrodynamic behavior of the riser.
5. Results and Discussion
Comparing model predictions for industrial reactors with
plant data is not an easy task because the computational
model requires detailed information about the feedstock as
well as the design and operating conditions of the industrial
setups and petroleum companies normally do not release
these data on industrial risers.
5.1. Validation of the Simulation Results. The catalyst distri-
bution profile for the riser is shown in Figure 4. Figure 4(a)
shows a rendering of volume for catalyst volume fractions
along an axial extension for the first six meters of the riser
height where it can be seen that, just after the expansion zone
a n dt h en o z z l e s ,t h ef e e d s t o c kh a sr e a c t e da n dc o n s e q u e n t l y
isproducedandthegasvelocityincreasesduetolessproducts
density, so the catalyst moves at the high velocities imposed
by the gasoil injection and its distribution becomes increas-
ingly uniform with increasing height. Catalyst distribution is
s h o w no ne i g h tr a d i a lc o n t o u rp l a n e si na na x i a ld i r e c t i o n
in Figure 4(b). On the first radial planes it can be observed
that, just after expansion, the solid phase (dense region)
tends to agglomerate at the center of riser. This is due to
the high velocity of the injected gasoil, which prevents the
phenomenonofcatalystagglomerationonthewallsknownas6 International Journal of Chemical Engineering
Table 4: Kinetics constants and activation energies of reaction [6, 14].
Reaction path Activation
energy (kJ/mol)
Exponential
factor (m
3/kg/s) Reaction path Activation
energy (kJ/mol)
Exponential
factor (m
3/kg/s)
1 → 4 2.7251 0.5496 4 → 61 3 . 0 8 3 20.00785
1 → 5 0.9432 0.1478 4 → 71 2 . 2 4 0 1 0.04245
1 → 6 1.2912 0.728 4 → 8 8.2513 0.00853
1 → 7 7.2956 0.01707 4 → 93 . 7 1 5 60.00294
1 → 8 13.0682 0.00221 4 → 10 3.4688 0.00479
1 → 9 8.9495 0.00824 4 → 11 16.3068 0.00765
1 → 10 7.787 0.00289 4 → 12 10.2884 0.06204
1 → 11 8.8766 0.02903 5 → 6 14.641 0.01914
1 → 12 9.5764 0.02268 5 → 71 5 . 7 1 6 6 0.00595
2 → 4 4.7964 0.5068 5 → 81 5 . 3 9 9 8 1.06𝐸 − 05
2 → 5 4.0451 0.09092 5 → 91 3 . 1 2 4 0.00982
2 → 6 14.1004 0.0178 5 → 10 12.8934 0.04039
2 → 7 13.5735 0.02794 5 → 11 18.2895 0.00547
2 → 8 0.7088 0.03926 5 → 12 19.805 0.00055
2 → 9 3.4203 0.0579 6 → 51 2 . 6 5 7 2 0.06655
2 → 10 3.7921 0.02698 6 → 7 8.9658 0.1029
2 → 11 4.7483 0.02206 6 → 81 3 . 5 2 3 3 1.25𝐸 − 13
2 → 12 3.3867 0.04335 6 → 91 2 . 1 0 8 30.0297
3 → 4 10.1081 0.04164 6 → 10 12.1945 0.0246
3 → 5 14.3479 0.02781 6 → 11 14.6554 0.01485
3 → 6 15.8237 0.1043 6 → 12 11.3696 0.00878
3 → 7 16.01057 0.01088 7 → 8 14.0169 1.30𝐸 − 06
3 → 8 0.9537 0.3375 7 → 9 11.9348 0.01566
3 → 9 1.9214 0.1208 7 → 10 10.4221 0.08629
3 → 10 1.35212 0.08769 7 → 11 10.2512 0.09008
3 → 11 4.0009 0.05663 7 → 12 9.3636 0.05506
3 → 12 3.9143 0.06459 8 → 11 30.3051 0.002563
4 → 5 14.4455 0.006942 10 → 11 38.5004 0.000683
𝑘𝐴 = 0.003854 𝑘𝑁 = 0.002009 𝗼 = 0.002543
coral annulus and guarantees keeping a much more uniform
distribution (better homogenization) throughout the riser.
Thefluidizationvelocityofthesteam,atthebottomofthe
equipment, has a major effect on catalyst residence time in
thereactionsystemaspresentedinpreviousworkbyAlvarez-
Castro [13].
The model developed for the riser simulation was used
to simulate the plant data reported by Chang et al. [14], in
o r d e rt ov a l i d a t et h em o d e la n dc o m p a r et h ep r o d u c ty i e l d s
and conversions behavior. Products distributions, that is, the
average yields, along the height of the riser are shown in
Figure 5. Red and green curves represent the main yield
products (gasoline and diesel, resp.); it can be seen that after
25metersanasymptoticbehaviorisachievedattheendofthe
equipment, with less conversion, due to overcracking. Blue,
yellow, and brown curves represent LPG, dry gas, and coke,
r e s p e c t i v e l y .Th eb l a c kc u r v es h o w st h et o t a lu n c o n v e r t e d
slurry.Resultsshowgoodagreementbetweensimulationand
experimental data.
Conversions and final products yields simulations model
and the industrial data are shown in Figures 6 and 7,r e s p e c -
tively. Measurements were taken at the riser outlet in order
to compare the accuracy of the model simulation with the
predicted results.
5.2. Operational Variables. Data obtained from Petrobras
on the multipurpose pilot unit U-144 (height of 17m and
diameter of 0.52m) in which different tests were carried
out by changing the feedstock temperature, the catalyst
temperature, and the catalyst-to-oil ratio are reported in
Table 5.
The sensitivity of the conversions and products yields to
process variables, based on the validated simulation model,
was studied. The conversions and yields were found to be
very sensitive to variations in feedstock temperature, catalyst
temperature, and catalyst-to-oil ratio; the differences in the
conversion and product yields were in the range of 1% to 5%.International Journal of Chemical Engineering 7
Table 5: General behavior of the multipurpose pilot unit U-144 studied.
Item Catalyst to oil ratio Catalyst temperature Temperature of fresh
feedstock Residence time
7.8 to 8.6 6 8 0t o7 2 0( K ) 5 3 0t o5 5 0( K ) 1t o2 . 2[s]
Slurry (unconverted) Decrease Decrease Decrease Decrease
DI diesel Decrease Decrease Decrease Decrease
Gasoline Decrease Decrease Decrease Decrease
LPG Increase Increase Increase Increase
DR dry gas Increase Increase Increase Increase
CK coke Increase Increase Increase Increase
(a)
25m
15m
7m
6m
5.3m
4.3m
35m
0.10
0.09
0.08
0.07
0.06
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01
0.00
(b)
Figure4:Volumerenderingandcontourprofilesforaxialandradial
planes of catalyst volume fractions.
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Figure 5: Model simulation results and industrial data.
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Figure 6: Comparison between product yields industrial data and
the simulation model.
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Figure 7: Comparison between industrial data and the simulation
model for each case.
Followed, results obtained for the three variables studied in
this order:
(a) feedstock temperature,
(b) catalyst temperature,
(c) catalyst-to-oil ratio.8 International Journal of Chemical Engineering
Table 6: Operating conditions with variations in feedstock temperature.
Item Case A Case B Case C Case D Case E
Value Value Value Value Value
Reaction temperature (K) 793.15 793.15 793.15 793.15 793.15
Fluidization steam (%) 3 3 3 3 3
Flux of fresh feedstock (t/h) 124.46 124.46 124.46 124.46 124.46
Inlet temperature of fresh feedstock (K) 443.15 493.15 543.15 593.15 643.15
Catalyst temperature at riser inlet (K) 913.15 913.15 913.15 913.15 913.15
Ratio of catalyst to oil 8.1 8.1 8.1 8.1 8.1
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Figure 8: Temperature profiles for the axial plane with variation
feedstock temperature.
5.2.1. Feedstock Temperature. Different case studies for tem-
peratures ranging between 443.15K and 643.15K were tested
while holding the other operating conditions constant, as
shown in Table 6.
(1) Comparison of the Hydrodynamics Profiles for Different
Feedstock Temperatures.Th egl o balt e m pe r a t u r e( tw op h a se s )
w a sc a l c u l a t e da sa r i t h m e t i ca v e r a g ec o n t o u rp l a n e sf o ra l l
the case studies as shown in Figure 8;t h ep r o fi l ef o rc a s eA
hasthelowestinletfeedstocktemperatureandprofileforcase
E has the highest. It can be observed that the temperature
d i s t r i b u t i o n sa r es i m i l a ri na l lc a s e sw i t ha na p p r o x i m a t e
variation of 50[K] between the first and last cases A and E.
Figure 9 contains the profiles for average temperature
(two phases) along the center line of riser height which
w a sa l s oc a l c u l a t e da sa r i t h m e t i ca v e r a g e ;t h et e m p e r a t u r e
decreases significantly after the feeding area, due to the
endothermic nature of the reaction.
(2) Dependence of Product Yield on Feedstock Temperature.
The percentage of yield and conversion products for each
case presented in the previous section is shown in Figure 10.
Theyieldswerebrokendownintothefollowingmaingroups:
gasoline,diesel,LPG,drygas,andcoke.Feedstockcrackingis
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Figure 9: Temperature profiles through riser with variation in
feedstock temperature.
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Figure 10: Products yields for each feedstock temperature.
represented by complex series-parallel reactions where gaso-
lineanddieselareintermediateproductsfromwhichthefinal
products (LPG, dry gas, and coke) are produced. If feedstock
rate of conversion is too high because of high temperature,
the secondary reactions of the intermediate products cause
therateofyieldtodecreaseduetoovercrackingorgeneration
of more final products.International Journal of Chemical Engineering 9
Table 7: Operating conditions with variations in catalyst temperature.
Item Case A Case B Case C Case D Case E
Value Value Value Value Value
Reaction temperature (K) 793.15 793.15 793.15 793.15 793.15
Fluidization steam (%) 3 3 3 3 3
Flux of fresh feedstock (t/h) 124.46 124.46 124.46 124.46 124.46
Inlet temperature of fresh feedstock (K) 543.15 543.15 543.15 543.15 543.15
Catalyst temperature at riser inlet (K) 813.15 863.15 913.15 963.15 1013.15
Ratio of catalyst to oil 8.1 8.1 8.1 8.1 8.1
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Figure 11: Comparison of the product yields for different feedstock
temperatures.
Feedstock temperature has an important role in the
process. A comparison of the product yields and conversion
for all cases studied is reported in Figure 11,w h e r ei tc a n
be seen that cases A, B, and C have higher gasoline and
diesel yields but a lower feedstock conversions, while cases
D and E have lower gasoline and diesel yields but a higher
diesel conversion. The temperature is lower at the higher
gasoline and diesel yields, the importance of which should
be evaluated by a cost analysis of feedstock reprocessing or
production of dry gases and coke in order to improve the
plant targets.
5.2.2. Catalyst Temperature. Different cases with catalyst
temperaturesrangingbetween813.15[K]and1013.15[K]were
tested while holding constant the other operating conditions
as shown in Table 7.
(1)TheEffectofCatalystT emperatureonRiserHydrodynamics.
The global temperature (gas and solid) was calculated as
arithmetic average contour planes for the different case
studies are shown in Figure 12. Case A is characterized by
lower average overall temperature in the riser, while cases B,
C, D, and E show a drastic increase in the average overall
temperatureintheriserwithhighertemperatureintheprofile
for case E. It may be noted that small changes in the catalyst
feed temperature cause a significant increase in the overall
temperature.
T e m p e r a t u r ep r o fi l e sp l o t t e da l o n gt h er i s e rh e i g h ta r e
showninFigure 13forallcasesstudiedandwerecalculatedas
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Figure 12: Global temperature profiles for the axial plane with
variations in catalyst temperature.
arithmetic average (gas and solid phases). It can be observed
that catalyst temperature has a strong effect on the overall
temperature in the riser, showing that the temperature pro-
fileswithavariationof50[K]similartotheinlettemperature
of the catalyst have a much greater effect.
(2)DependenceofProductYieldsonCatalystT emperature.The
percentages of conversions and product yields for each case
studied are shown in Figure 14. The percentages of converted
gasoil and product yields are reported.
The product yields for each case studied are shown in
Figure 15. Case A has higher gasoline and diesel yields but a
lower conversion of diesel, while case E has lower gasoline
and diesel yields and a higher percentage of final products
such as light gases, coke, and LPG. In the latter case the
feedstockconversionishigherduetothehighertemperature,
which causes the intermediates to undergo overcracking
generating lighter products of lower commercial value.
5.2.3. Catalyst-to-Oil Ratio Study. Catalyst-to-oil ratios from
6.1 to 10.1, with step increases ratio of 1 for all cases, were
studied while holding all other variables constant as shown
in Table 8.10 International Journal of Chemical Engineering
Table 8: Operating conditions with variations in catalyst-to-oil ratio.
Item Case A Case B Case C Case D Case E
Value Value Value Value Value
Reaction temperature (K) 793.15 793.15 793.15 793.15 793.15
Fluidization steam (%) 3 3 3 3 3
Flux of fresh feedstock (t/h) 124.46 124.46 124.46 124.46 124.46
Inlet temperature of fresh feedstock (K) 543.15 543.15 543.15 543.15 543.15
Catalyst temperature at riser inlet (K) 913.15 913.15 913.15 913.15 913.15
Ratio of catalyst to oil 6.1 7.1 8.1 9.1 10.1
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Figure 13: Temperature profiles through riser altering catalyst tem-
peratureprofilesfortheriserwithvariationsincatalysttemperature.
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Figure 14: Products yields for each catalyst temperature.
(1)DependenceRiserHydrodynamicsonCatalyst-to-OilRatio.
The catalyst-to-oil ratio is an important variable, since it has
a direct effect on the conversion and selectivity of gasoline
and diesel. Figure 16 shows the profile of the catalyst volume
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Figure 15: Comparison of the product yields for different catalyst
temperatures.
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Figure 16: Catalyst volume fraction profiles for catalyst-to-oil ratio.
fraction for the different case studies with case A having a
lower catalyst-to-oil ratio and case E having a higher one in
comparison to all cases studied. In both cases A and B, it can
be noted that the fraction of catalyst is lower along the riserInternational Journal of Chemical Engineering 11
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Figure 17: Temperature profiles for the axial plane with variations
in catalyst-to-oil ratio.
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Figure 18: Temperature profiles for the riser with variation in
catalyst-to-oil ratio.
height and higher at the side where the catalyst is fed in. In
cases D and E catalyst fraction is higher and more uniform
along the riser height.
Atthebottomoftheriser,wherethefeedstockisinjected,
thetemperatureprofileisverycomplexandchaoticduetothe
contact between hot catalyst, reagents, and steam.
Figure 17 shows the temperature profiles for a contour
plane. Case A is characterized by a lower catalyst-to-oil ratio
while case E represents a higher catalyst-to-oil ratio. The
temperature profiles increase from case A to case E.
Figure 18 contains the temperature global profiles (gas
and solid) along the center line of the riser which can be
observedwithvariationsincatalyst-to-oilratio.Whenthegas
encountersthebarrierformedbythecatalystparticles,which
begins the reaction, the temperature decreases slowly along
the riser due to the endothermic nature of the reaction.
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Figure 19: Product yields for each catalyst-to-oil ratio.
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Figure 20: Comparison of the product yields for catalyst-to-oil
ratio.
(2)DependenceofProductYieldsonCatalyst-to-OilRatio.The
conversions and yields for each case study are reported in
Figure 19 with case A characterized by a lower catalyst-to-
oil ratio and case E by a higher catalyst-to-oil ratio. It can be
n o t e dt h a tt h i sv a r i a b l eh a sal a r g ei m p a c to np r o d u c ty i e l d ,
especially for gasoline and diesel.
A comparison of the product yields in the case studied
is presented in Figure 20. Case A has higher gasoline and
diesel yields but a lower conversion of feedstock; on the
contrary, case E, with a higher catalyst-to-oil ratio, has lower
gasoline and diesel yields but higher percentages of light
gases, coke, and LPG. Case A has a higher kinetic gas, but
on the other hand, diesel yield is low because of a lower
catalyst-to-oil ratio. Higher catalyst-to-oil ratio undergoes
an overcracking, which generates lighter and lower value
products.12 International Journal of Chemical Engineering
6. Conclusions
The kinetic and hydrodynamic behavior of the riser in a FCC
process has been simulated employing the 12-lump kinetics
model in conjunction with ANSYS CFX 14.0 software. The
model has been validated against industrial data showing
t h ea b i l i t yt oc a p t u r et h er e l e v a n tf e a t u r e sc h a r a c t e r i z i n gt h e
industrial FCC riser behavior. Systematic investigations have
beencarriedouttostudytheinfluenceoftheca talysttem per -
ature, the feedstock temperature, and the catalyst-to-oil ratio
on the riser performance. Specifically, it has been shown that
when the inlet conditions (of the feedstock and catalyst) are
fixed, the yield of the wanted product can be increased by
controlling the temperature of the riser and the catalyst-to-
oilratio.Conditionswhichleadtoabetterhomogenizationof
the flow, avoiding unwanted hydrodynamic features, such as
t h ec o r e - a n n u l u sfl o w ,w h i c hc o u l dl e a dt op o o rc o n v e r s i o n ,
havealsobeenidentified.By comparingthesimulatedresults
with the experimental data, it can be concluded that the
model mimics well the process; therefore, the model can be
employed as a tool helping the design, operation, and control
of industrial FCC risers.
Nomenclature
𝐶𝑖: Molar concentration of component 𝐼 [kmol
m
−3]
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𝑄𝑉: E n e r g yl o s ti ng a s o i lv a p o r i z a t i o n[ J K g
−1].
Greek Letters
𝑀: Interphase momentum transfer [kgm
−3s
−1]
𝜀: Volume fraction [-]
𝜖:T u r b u l e n c e d i s s i p a t i o n r a t e [ m
2s
−3]
0:C a t a l y s t d e c a y f u n c t i o n [ - ]
𝗾: Interphase heat transfer coefficient
[Wm
−2K
−1]
Γ: Diffusivity [kgm
−1s
−1]
𝜆:Th e r m a l c o n d u c t i v i t y [ W m
−1K
−1]
𝜇:M o l e c u l a r v i s c o s i t y [ P a s ]
𝜌:D e n s i t y [ k g m
−3]
𝜎𝑘:C o n s t a n t 1 . 0 0
𝜎𝜖: Constant 3.00
𝐶𝜖,1: Constant 3.00
𝐶𝜖,2: Constant 3.00
𝜑: Tracer concentration [kg/m
3].
Subscripts
𝑔: Gas phase
𝑠:S o l i d p h a s e
𝑅:R e a c t i o n
lam: Laminar
turb: Turbulent.
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